
7 класс. Итоговый тест 3. Семестр 4. 

Лексика. Грамматика. Банк заданий. 

Задание 1 

Match the two parts of the sentences to get logical phrases 

1 ) I was shown                                       a) for their work. 

2) - We were lent                                     b) to go for a walk 

3) - They were paid                                 c) the right way out. 

4) - He was told                                       d)  this job 

5) - He was offered                                  e) a very interesting job.  

6) - You were asked                                f) some money for a living..  

7) - She was finally  refused                   g)  how to get to the airport 

8) - They were sent                                 h) to come to the lecture at 9.  

9) - She was given                                  i)  this newspaper.  

10) - You were allowed                          j) these letters 

Задание 2 

 Choose the right words to complete the sentences 

 

1) Parents often give their teenager children some ……... 

2) Tom made a real ………when he bought the fiddle at the fair.   

3) Their ……….was so loud that it almost woke up their old grandmother. 

He was a ……. boy and could repair any musical instrument.    

4) These apples are green and taste very ………   

5) Be careful !  Do not  ……..  the cup.    

6) A country ……….is a big market where animals, dairy products, vegetables 

and fruit are sold.    

7) ……………..   for us the bus came on time.   

8) The ……. of the beautiful  valley made a great impression on the artist.   

9) The old lady looked at my hand and told my………..      

10) Whose turn is it to …….. the table? 

11) When their father arrived home from work the children ran out to 

……   him.   

12) This is a poor  area, with only one doctor per 10,000……. . 

13) She grew up in a quiet ……….. of Boston.   

Задание 3 



Choose the right words to complete the sentences. 

1. If you have got some problems with your video, I’ll ask my brother to 

(repair/mend) it. 

2. I’ll choose that (golden/gold) colour for the wallpaper in my sitting room. 

3. When you play bowling, you (throw/drop) the ball at some wooden 

objects. 

4. Betsy (threw/dropped) the vase and it broke. 

5. For my birthday they gave me a (gold/golden) chain as a present. 

6. He never (mends/repairs) socks, he just throws them out. 

Задание 4 

Put in the missing prepositions to complete the sentences with the verb 

to set. 

1. The director set the designer ____ a new type of scenery. 

2. The company got bankrupt and set ___ all the property for sale. 

3. They set ___ rehearsing the last scene of the play, as it was the most 

difficult part. 

4. The ballet company set ____ on their tour of the province. 

5. We are setting ____ making a new horror film. 

6. New books are set ___ in the foyer. 

Задание 5 

Choose the right variant. 

1. Not much ______ about the accident since that time. 

a. has said 

b. said 

c. has been said 

 

2. A prize _______  to whoever solves this equation. 

a. will be giving 

b. will be given 

c. gives 

3. When the manager arrived, the problem _______  . 

a. had already been solved 

b. had already solved 

c. had solved 



4. Detroit _______ Motown in the past. 

a. was called 

b. is called 

c. called 

5. Detroit ________  as the first capital city of Michigan some time ago, but 

now Lansing is the capital city of Michigan. 

a. chosen 

b. was chosen 

c. have been chosen 

6. Four people _______  in a train crash. 

a. killed 

b. have killed 

c. have been killed 

7. People  ______  this road very often. 

a. aren't used 

b. don't use 

c. haven't used 

8. This situation is serious. Something must ______  before it's too late. 

a. do 

b. be done 

c. have done 

9. I don't think we must _______  everything tomorrow. 

a. finish 

b. have finished 

c. be finished 

10. Weekends   ________     outdoors by most English people. 

a. spend 

b. are spended 

c. are spent 

11. They _____  this clock now. 

a. repair 

b. are repairing 

c. are being repaired 

12. While we were on holiday, our camera ______  from our hotel room. 



a. was stolen 

b. has been stole 

c. had been steal 

13. Over 57 million students ______  in American schools. 

a. were enroll 

b. are enrolled 

c. has enrolled 

14. The bridge  ________ by tomorrow morning. 

a. will have been reconstructed 

b. is being reconstructed 

c. will be reconstructed 

 

Задание 6 

Put a/an/the if it is necessary: 

1. In ____ summer of 1997 I was living in a cottage in the country.    

2. _____ autumn in England is sometimes a time of very good weather.    

3. Some people like ____ spring, some ____ summer, some ____ autumn.    

4. Russian people prefer ____ snowy and frosty winter.   

5. The best time in England is ____ spring and ____ early summer.   

6. We have ____ short summer in Karelia.   

7. When we were halfway to town, ____ night fell.   

8. It was ___ late evening when she called Tom.   

9. The storm is over; it’ll be ____ lovely day tomorrow.  

10. Listen to the news early in ____ morning.   

11. What do you usually do in ____ daytime?   

12. The visitor appeared only by ___ noon.   

13. Small children usually sleep in ___ afternoon.   

14. I like to look at the stars at ____ night.   

15. It was ___ broad day.    

16. She was here ____ yesterday afternoon.   

17. The ghost appeared at ____ midnight.   

18. It is ___ high noon now.  –  

19. It was  ___ fine summer morning when I set out for the railway station.   

20. It was ___ winter that we will never forget.    

 

 

 



 


